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INTRODUCTION

The term ‘pneumothorax’ was first coined by Itard and then Laennec in 1803 and 1819 respectively,1 and refers to air in the pleural cavity (ie, interspersed between the lung and the chest wall). At that time, most cases of pneumothorax were secondary to tuberculosis, although some were recognised as occurring in otherwise healthy patients (‘pneumothorax simple’). This classification has endured subsequently, with the first modern description of pneumothorax occurring in healthy people (primary spontaneous pneumothorax, PSP) being that of Kjærgaard2 in 1952. It is a significant global health problem, with a reported incidence of 18–28/100,000 cases per annum for men and 1.2–6/100,000 for women.3

Secondary pneumothorax (SSP) is associated with underlying lung disease, in distinction to PSP, although tuberculosis is no longer the commonest underlying lung disease in the developed world. The consequences of a pneumothorax in patients with pre-existing lung disease are significantly greater, and the management is potentially more difficult. Combined hospital admission rates for PSP and SSP in the UK have been reported as 16.7/100,000 for men and 5.8/100,000 for women, with corresponding mortality rates of 1.26/million and 0.62/million per annum between 1991 and 1995.4

With regard to the aetiology of pneumothorax, anatomical abnormalities have been demonstrated, even in the absence of overt underlying lung disease. Subpleural blebs and bullae are found at the lung apices at thoracoscopy and on CT scanning in up to 90% of cases of PSP,5 6 and are thought to play a role. More recent auto fluorescence studies7 have revealed pleural porosities in adjacent areas that were invisible with white light. Small airways obstruction, mediated by an influx of inflammatory cells, often characterises pneumothorax and may become manifest in the smaller airways at an earlier stage with ‘emphysema-like changes’ (ELCs).8

Smoking has been implicated in this aetiologic pathway, the smoking habit being associated with a 12% risk of developing pneumothorax in healthy smoking men compared with 0.1% in non-smokers.9 Patients with PSP tend to be taller than control patients.10 11 The gradient of negative pleural pressure increases from the lung base to the apex, so that alveoli at the lung apex in tall individuals are subject to significantly greater distending pressure than those at the base of the lung, and the vectors in theory predispose to the development of apical subpleural blebs.12

Although it is to some extent counterintuitive, there is no evidence that a relationship exists between the onset of pneumothorax and physical activity, the onset being as likely to occur during sedentary activity.13

Despite the apparent relationship between smoking and pneumothorax, 80–90% of young patients continue to smoke after their first episode of PSP.14 The risk of recurrence of PSP is as high as 54% within the first 4 years, with isolated risk factors including smoking, height and age >60 years.12 15 Risk factors for recurrence of SSP include age, pulmonary fibrosis and emphysema.15 16 Thus, efforts should be directed at smoking cessation after the development of a pneumothorax.

The initial British Thoracic Society (BTS) guidelines for the treatment of pneumothoraces were published in 1993.17 Later studies suggested that compliance with these guidelines was improving but remained suboptimal at only 20–40% among non-respiratory and A&E staff. Clinical guidelines have been shown to improve clinical practice,18 19 compliance being related to the complexity of practical procedures20 and strengthened by the presence of an evidence base.21 The second version of the BTS guidelines was published in 200522 and reinforced the trend towards safer and less invasive management strategies, together with detailed advice on a range of associated issues and conditions. It included algorithms for the management of PSP and SSP but excluded the management of trauma. This guideline seeks to consolidate and update the pneumothorax guidelines in the light of subsequent research and using the SIGN methodology. Traumatic pneumothorax is not covered by this guideline.

- SSP is associated with a higher morbidity and mortality than PSP. (D)
- Strong emphasis should be placed on smoking cessation to minimise the risk of recurrence. (D)
- Pneumothorax is not usually associated with physical exertion. (D)

CLINICAL EVALUATION

- Symptoms in PSP may be minimal or absent. In contrast, symptoms are greater in SSP, even if the pneumothorax is relatively small in size. (D)
- The presence of breathlessness influences the management strategy. (D)
- Severe symptoms and signs of respiratory distress suggest the presence of tension pneumothorax. (D)

The typical symptoms of chest pain and dyspnoea may be relatively minor or even absent,23 so that
a high index of initial diagnostic suspicion is required. Many patients (especially those with FSP) therefore present several days after the onset of symptoms. The longer this period of time, the greater is the risk of re-expansion pulmonary oedema (RPO). In general, the clinical symptoms associated with SSP are more severe than those associated with FSP, and most patients with SSP experience breathlessness that is out of proportion to the size of the pneumothorax. These clinical manifestations are therefore unreliable indicators of the size of the pneumothorax. When severe symptoms are accompanied by signs of cardiorespiratory distress, tension pneumothorax must be considered.

The physical signs of a pneumothorax can be subtle but, characteristically, include reduced lung expansion, hyper-resonance and diminished breath sounds on the side of the pneumothorax. Added sounds such as ‘clicking’ can occasionally be audible at the cardiac apex. The presence of observable breathlessness has influenced subsequent management in previous guidelines. In association with these signs, cyanosis, sweating, severe tachypnoea, tachycardia and hypotension may indicate the presence of tension pneumothorax (see later section).

Arterial blood gas measurements are frequently abnormal in patients with pneumothorax, with the arterial oxygen tension (PaO2) being <10.9 kPa in 75% of patients, but are not required if the oxygen saturations are adequate (>92%) on breathing room air. The hypoxaemia is greater in cases of SSP, the PaO2 being <7.5 kPa, together with a degree of carbon dioxide retention in 16% of cases in a large series. Pulmonary function tests are poor predictors of the presence or size of a pneumothorax and, in any case, tests of forced expiration are generally best avoided in this situation.

The diagnosis of pneumothorax is usually confirmed by imaging techniques (see below) which may also yield information about the size of the pneumothorax, but clinical evaluation should probably be the main determinant of the management strategy as well as assisting the initial diagnosis.

**IMAGING**

**Initial diagnosis**

- Standard erect chest x-rays in inspiration are recommended for the initial diagnosis of pneumothorax, rather than expiratory films. (A)
- The widespread adoption of digital imaging (PACS) requires diagnostic caution and further studies since the presence of a small pneumothorax may not be immediately apparent. (D)
- CT scanning is recommended for uncertain or complex cases. (D)

The following numerous imaging modalities have been employed for the diagnosis and management of pneumothorax:

1. Standard erect PA chest x-ray.
2. Lateral x-rays.
3. Expiratory films.
4. Supine and lateral decubitus x-rays.
5. Ultrasound scanning.
6. Digital imaging.
7. CT scanning.

**Standard erect PA chest x-ray**

This has been the mainstay of clinical management of primary and secondary pneumothorax for many years, although it is acknowledged to have limitations such as the difficulty in accurately quantifying pneumothorax size. Major technological advances in the last decade have resulted in the advent of digital chest imaging, so that conventional chest films are no longer easily available in clinical practice in the UK or in many other modern healthcare systems. The diagnostic characteristic is displacement of the pleural line. In up to 50% of cases an air-fluid level is visible in the costophrenic angle, and this is occasionally the only apparent abnormality. The presence of bullous lung disease can lead to the erroneous diagnosis of pneumothorax, with unfortunate consequences for the patient. If uncertainty exists, then CT scanning is highly desirable (see below).

**Lateral x-rays**

These may provide additional information when a suspected pneumothorax is not confirmed by a PA chest film but, again, are no longer routinely used in everyday clinical practice.

**Expiratory films**

These are not thought to confer additional benefit in the routine assessment of pneumothorax.

**Supine and lateral decubitus x-rays**

These imaging techniques have mostly been employed for trauma patients who cannot be safely moved. They are generally less sensitive than erect PA x-rays for the diagnosis of pneumothorax and have been superseded by ultrasound or CT imaging for patients who cannot assume the erect posture.

**Ultrasound scanning**

Specific features on ultrasound scanning are diagnostic of pneumothorax but, to date, the main value of this technique has been in the management of supine trauma patients.

**Digital imaging**

Digital radiography (Picture-Archiving Communication Systems, PACS) has replaced conventional film-based chest radiography across most UK hospitals within the last 5 years, conferring considerable advantages such as magnification, measurement and contrast manipulation, ease of transmission, storage and reproduction. Relatively few studies have addressed the specific issue of pneumothorax and its diagnosis, and these have tended to focus on expert diagnosis (by consultant radiologists) and the more discriminating departmental (rather than ward-based) workstations. Even so, some difficulties were found in the diagnosis of pneumothorax in early studies. Since then there have been technological advances, such that digital imaging may now be as reliable as more conventional chest x-rays in pneumothorax diagnosis, but there have been no more recent studies to confirm this. Differences exist between the characteristics (screen size, pixel count, contrast and luminescence) and therefore the sensitivity of the more expensive departmental devices and the desktop and mobile consoles available in the ward environment. It is currently recommended that, where primary diagnostic decisions are made based on the chest x-ray, a diagnostic PACS workstation is available for image review.

In addition, digital images do not directly lend themselves to measurement and size calculations; an auxiliary function and use of a cursor is required, but this is almost certainly more accurate than using a ruler and is easy to learn to do. Non-specialist clinicians and trainees may not always be familiar with these functions.

**CT scanning**

This can be regarded as the ‘gold standard’ in the detection of small pneumothoraces and in size estimation. It is also useful
in the presence of surgical emphysema and bullous lung disease and for identifying aberrant chest drain placement or additional lung pathology. However, practical constraints preclude its general use as the initial diagnostic modality.

**Size of pneumothorax**
- In defining a management strategy, the size of a pneumothorax is less important than the degree of clinical compromise. (D)
- The differentiation of a ‘large’ from a ‘small’ pneumothorax continues to be the presence of a visible rim of 2 cm between the lung margin and the chest wall (at the level of the hilum) and is easily measured with the PACS system. (D)
- Accurate pneumothorax size calculations are best achieved by CT scanning. (C)

The size of pneumothoraces does not correlate well with the clinical manifestations. The clinical symptoms associated with secondary pneumothoraces are more severe in general than those associated with primary pneumothoraces, and may seem out of proportion to the size of the pneumothorax. The clinical evaluation is therefore probably more important than the size of the pneumothorax in determining the management strategy.

Commonly, the plain PA chest x-ray has been used to quantify the size of the pneumothorax. However, it tends to underestimate the size because it is a two-dimensional image while the pleural cavity is a three-dimensional structure. The 2008 BTS guidelines advocated a more accurate means of size calculation than its predecessor in 1993, using the cube function of two simple measurements, and the fact that a 2 cm radiographic pneumothorax approximates to a 50% pneumothorax by volume. There are difficulties with this approach, including the fact that some pneumothoraces are localised (rather than uniform), so that measurement ratios cannot be applied. The shape of the lung cannot be assumed to remain constant during collapse. The measurement of the ratio of the lung to the hemithorax diameter is accurate and relatively easy with the new PACS systems by means of a cursor, once familiar with the PACS auxiliary functions.

The choice of a 2 cm depth is a compromise between the theoretical risk of needle trauma with a more shallow pneumothorax and the significant volume and length of time to spontaneous resolution of a greater depth of pneumothorax. Assuming a symmetrical pattern of lung collapse, then this measure is normally taken from the chest wall to the outer edge of the lung at the level of the hilum (figure 1). Guidelines from the USA estimated the volume of a pneumothorax by measuring the distance from the lung apex to the cupula, but this method would tend to overestimate the volume in a localised apical pneumothorax. Belgian guidelines have used yet another technique for measuring pneumothorax size, and comparisons between the different techniques have shown poor agreement. CT scanning is regarded as the best means of establishing the size of a pneumothorax and has been calibrated in a lung model experiment.

**TREATMENT OPTIONS FOR PNEUMOTHORAX**
- Patients with pre-existing lung disease tolerate a pneumothorax less well, and the distinction between PSP and SSP should be made at the time of diagnosis to guide appropriate management. (D)

**Figure 1** Depth of pneumothorax.
- Breathlessness indicates the need for active intervention as well as supportive treatment (including oxygen). (D)
- The size of the pneumothorax determines the rate of resolution and is a relative indication for active intervention. (D)

Primary pneumothorax occurs in patients with no evidence of other underlying lung disease. Although histological abnormalities are usually present, associated in particular with cigarette smoking, they have not been manifested by symptoms or loss of function. In contrast, secondary pneumothorax usually occurs in patients with overt underlying lung disease, most commonly chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). It is important to make this fundamental distinction as pneumothorax in COPD is much less well tolerated by the patient and tends to respond less favourably to management interventions and because the underlying lung disease requires appropriate treatment in addition. Several series have shown a reduced success rate for aspiration in patients aged >50 years as well as for chronic lung disease. It seems likely that these older patients had unrecognised underlying lung disease. This age criterion was included in the flowchart for SSP in the 2003 guidelines and is incorporated into the new flowchart (figure 2), serving as a prompt to consider the likelihood of SSP. Further criteria that are important in the decision-making process are the presence of significant breathlessness and the size of the pneumothorax. The rate of resolution/absorption of spontaneous pneumothoraces has been gauged as being between 1.25% and 2.2% of the volume of the hemithorax every 24 h. The higher and more recent estimate being derived from CT volumetry. Thus, a complete pneumothorax might be expected to take up to 6 weeks to resolve spontaneously and, conceivably, in the presence of a persistent air leak, even longer.

**Management of PSP**
- Patients with PSP or SSP and significant breathlessness associated with any size of pneumothorax should undergo active intervention. (A)
- Chest drains are usually required for patients with tension or bilateral pneumothorax who should be admitted to hospital. (D)
**MANAGEMENT OF SPONTANEOUS PNEUMOTHORAX**

- **Observation is the treatment of choice for small PSP without significant breathlessness.** (B)
- **Selected asymptomatic patients with a large PSP may be managed by observation alone.** (A)
- **Patients with a small PSP without breathlessness should be considered for discharge with early outpatient review. These patients should also receive clear written advice to return in the event of worsening breathlessness.** (D)

Both tension pneumothorax and bilateral pneumothorax are potentially life-threatening events that require chest drain insertion. Because such patients are generally excluded from trials of spontaneous pneumothorax, there is no evidence upon which to base recommendations, advice being based on the grounds of safe practice. Similarly, patients with associated large pleural effusions (hydropneumothorax) have also been excluded from trials, but are likely to require chest drain insertion and further investigation (see separate guideline). A summary of the management recommendations is shown in the flowchart (figure 2) with explanatory detail in the text below.

**Minimal symptoms**

Conservative management of small pneumothoraces has been shown to be safe, and patients who are not breathless can be managed as outpatients providing they can easily seek medical attention if any deterioration in their symptoms occurs. Up to 80% of pneumothoraces estimated as smaller than 15% have no persistent air leak, and recurrence in those managed with observation alone is less than in those treated by chest drains. Early review is advisable to ensure satisfactory resolution and to reinforce the advice on lifestyle. There is no evidence that active intervention improves the associated pain, which simply warrants appropriate analgesia.

**Symptomatic pneumothorax**

Observation alone is inappropriate for breathless patients who require active intervention (needle aspiration or chest drain insertion). Marked breathlessness in a patient with a small PSP may herald tension pneumothorax. If a patient is hospitalised for observation, supplemental high flow oxygen should be given where feasible. As well as correcting any arterial hypoxaemia, it has been shown to result in a fourfold increase in the rate of pneumothorax resolution. In the presence of a continued air leak, the mechanism may be a reduction in the partial pressure of nitrogen in the pleural space relative to oxygen, which is more readily absorbed. Also, a similar effect in the pleural capillaries creates a more favourable resorption gradient.

**Needle aspiration or chest drain?**

- **Needle (14–16 G) aspiration (NA) is as effective as large-bore (>20 F) chest drains and may be associated with reduced hospitalisation and length of stay.** (A)

---

**Figure 2** Flowchart of management of spontaneous pneumothorax.

- Observation is the treatment of choice for small PSP without significant breathlessness. (B)
- Selected asymptomatic patients with a large PSP may be managed by observation alone. (A)
- Patients with a small PSP without breathlessness should be considered for discharge with early outpatient review. These patients should also receive clear written advice to return in the event of worsening breathlessness. (D)

---
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NA should not be repeated unless there were technical difficulties. (B)

Following failed NA, small-bore (<14 F) chest drain insertion is recommended. (A)

Large-bore chest drains are not needed for pneumothorax. (D)

Needle aspiration (NA) was recommended in the previous guidelines as the initial intervention for PSP on the basis of studies showing equivalent success to the insertion of large-bore chest drains, although this was not shown in another study. Seldinger (catheter over guide wire) chest drains have entered widespread usage since then and further studies have been published. A randomised controlled trial in a Kuwaiti population has confirmed equivalence between NA and chest drains (16 Fr), plus a reduction in hospital admission and length of stay for NA. A smaller study in India has also confirmed equivalence. Two recent case series have reported NA success rates of 69% and 50.5%. Several meta-analyses were limited by the small numbers of patients and studies but confirm equivalence, with NA success rates ranging from 30% to 80% (see evidence table available on the BTS website www.brit-thoracic.org.uk). If undertaken, NA should cease after 2.5 l of air has been aspirated, further re-expansion being unlikely because of the likely presence of a persistent air leak.

Guidelines that encourage NA are not always followed and the ease of insertion of small-bore (<14 F) Seldinger chest drains may be regarded as a simpler option to NA. Their success has been documented in several studies, the attachment of Heimlich valves facilitating mobilisation and outpatient care. Small-bore chest drains have been shown to have a similar success rate to larger drains while being less painful, but there have been no randomised controlled trials comparing them with NA. More detail on chest drain insertion and management and complications of chest drain insertion are found in the guideline on pleural procedures. Catheter aspiration was described in the last guideline, with success in up to 59%, and further improvement with the addition of Heimlich valves and suction. Seldinger chest drains have also permitted a ‘step-wise’ approach to PSP management, following a predefined pathway that culminates in surgical referral where there is a persistent air leak.

The choice of initial intervention for PSP should take into account operator experience and patient choice; NA is less painful than chest drain insertion but failure in approximately one-third of patients will require a second procedure. Other national and consensus guidelines recommend either NA or small-bore chest drain insertion, or chest drain insertion alone. We believe that NA remains the procedure of first choice in most cases. Repeat NA is unlikely to be successful unless there were technical difficulties such as a blocked or kinked catheter. There is some limited evidence that VATS is the preferred ‘salvage’ strategy after failed NA, but this is not the usual practice currently in the UK where small-bore chest drain insertion is usually employed. Following successful NA, the patient can be considered for hospital discharge.

Suction

Suction should not be routinely employed. (B)

Caution is required because of the risk of RPO. (B)

High-volume low-pressure suction systems are recommended. (C)

A persistent air leak with or without incomplete re-expansion of the lung is the usual reason for consideration of the use of suction, although there is no evidence for its routine use. It is arbitrarily defined as the continued bubbling of air through a chest drain after 48 h in situ. A retrospective review of 142 cases of pneumothorax found a median time to resolution of 8 days which was not related to the initial size of pneumothorax, but longer for SSP. A persistent air leak was observed in 43 cases, 50 of which were treated with suction. The theory that underpins the role of suction is that air might be removed from the pleural cavity at a rate that exceeds the egress of air through the breach in the visceral pleura and to subsequently promote healing by apposition of the visceral and parietal pleural layers. It has been suggested that optimal suction should entail pressures of −10 to −20 cm H2O (compared with normal intrapleural pressures of between −3.4 and −8 cm H2O, according to the respiratory cycle), with the capacity to increase the air flow volume to 15–20 l/min. Other forms of suction are not recommended. High-pressure high-volume suction may lead to air stealing, hypoxaemia or the perpetuation of air leaks. Likewise, high-pressure low-volume systems should be avoided. High-volume low-pressure systems such as Vernon-Thompson pumps or wall suction with low pressure adaptors are therefore recommended.

The addition of suction too early after chest drain insertion may precipitate RPO, especially in the case of a PSP that may have been present for more than a few days, and is thought to be due to the additional mechanical stress applied to capillaries that are already ‘leaky’. The clinical manifestations are cough, breathlessness and chest tightness after chest drain insertion. The incidence may be up to 14% (higher in younger patients with a large PSP), although no more than a radiological phenomenon in the majority of cases. Sometimes pulmonary oedema is evident in the contralateral lung. Fatality rates have been reported in as many as 20% of 53 cases in one series, so caution should be exercised in this particular group of patients.

Specialist referral

Referral to a respiratory physician should be made within 24 h of admission. (C)

Complex drain management is best effected in areas where specialist medical and nursing expertise is available. (D)

Failure of a pneumothorax to re-expand or a persistent air leak should prompt early referral to a respiratory physician, preferably within the first 24 h. Such patients may require prolonged chest drainage with complex drain management (suction, chest drain repositioning) and liaison with thoracic surgeons. Drain management is also best delivered by nurses with specialist expertise. Surgical referral is discussed in a later section.

Surgical emphysema

This is a well-recognised complication of chest drainage. Generally it is of cosmetic importance only, although alarming for patients and their relatives, and subsides spontaneously after a few days. It is usually seen in the context of a malpositioned, kinked, blocked or clamped chest drain. It can also occur with an imbalance between a large air leak and a relatively small-bore chest drain. Occasionally, acute airway obstruction or thoracic compression may lead to respiratory compromise in which case tracheostomy, skin incision decompression and insertion of large-bore chest drains have all been used. For most, the treatment is conservative.

Management of SSP

All patients with SSP should be admitted to hospital for at least 24 h and receive supplemental oxygen in
compliance with the BTS guidelines on the use of oxygen. (D)

- Most patients will require the insertion of a small-bore chest drain. (B)
- All patients will require early referral to a chest physician. (D)
- Those with a persistent air leak should be discussed with a thoracic surgeon at 48 h. (B)

As stated previously, SSP is less likely to be tolerated by patients than PSP because of co-existing lung disease. Furthermore, the air leak is less likely to settle spontaneously, so that most patients will require active intervention. Oxygen is indicated, but caution is required for patients with carbon dioxide retention. Aspiration is less likely to be successful in SSP (see evidence table available on the BTS website at www.brit-thoracic.org.uk) but can be considered in symptomatic patients with small pneumothoraces in an attempt to avoid chest drain insertion. Otherwise, the insertion of a small-bore chest drain is recommended, a study in SSP having found equivalent success to the use of large drains. Early referral to a chest physician is encouraged for all patients with SSP, both for management of the pneumothorax and also of the underlying lung disease. Similarly, those with a persistent air leak should be discussed with a thoracic surgeon after 48 h even though many will resolve spontaneously if managed conservatively for as long as 14 days.

Patients with SSP but unfit for surgery

- Medical pleurodesis may be appropriate for inoperable patients. (D)
- Patients with SSP can be considered for ambulatory management with a Heimlich valve. (D)

These patients are at heightened risk of a persistent air leak but may not be fit for surgical intervention by virtue of the severity of their underlying lung disease, or they may be unwilling to proceed. Their optimal management is challenging and requires close medical and surgical liaison. Medical pleurodesis is an option for such patients, as is ambulatory management with the use of a Heimlich valve.

DISCHARGE AND FOLLOW-UP

- Patients should be advised to return to hospital if increasing breathlessness develops. (D)
- All patients should be followed up by respiratory physicians until full resolution. (D)
- Air travel should be avoided until full resolution. (C)
- Diving should be permanently avoided unless the patient has undergone bilateral surgical pleurectomy and has normal lung function and chest CT scan postoperatively. (C)

All patients discharged after active treatment or otherwise should be given verbal and written advice to return to the Accident and Emergency department immediately should they develop further breathlessness. It is recommended that all patients should be followed up by a respiratory physician to ensure resolution of the pneumothorax, to institute optimal care of any underlying lung disease, to explain the risk of recurrence and the possible later need for surgical intervention and to reinforce lifestyle advice on issues such as smoking and air travel. Those managed by observation alone or by NA should be advised to return for a follow-up chest x-ray after 2–4 weeks to monitor resolution. Those with successful lung re-expansion before hospital discharge will also require early review because recurrence may occur relatively early.

Since there is no evidence to link recurrence with physical exertion, the patient can be advised to return to work and to resume normal physical activities once all symptoms have resolved, although it is reasonable to advise that sports that involve extreme exertion and physical contact should be deferred until full resolution. Patients should be made aware of the danger of air travel in the presence of a current closed pneumothorax, and should be cautioned against commercial flights at high altitude until full resolution of the pneumothorax has been confirmed by a chest x-ray. While there is no evidence that air travel per se precipitates pneumothorax recurrence, the consequences of a recurrence during air travel may be serious. Many commercial airlines previously advised arbitrarily a 6-week interval between the pneumothorax event and air travel, but this has since been amended to a period of 1 week after full resolution. The BTS guidelines on air travel emphasise that the recurrence risk only significantly falls after a period of 1 year from the index pneumothorax so that, in the absence of a definitive surgical procedure, patients with SSP in particular may decide to minimise the risk by deferring air travel accordingly. After a pneumothorax, diving should be discouraged permanently unless a very secure definitive prevention strategy has been performed such as surgical pleurectomy. The BTS guidelines on respiratory aspects of fitness for diving deal with this in greater detail. Smoking influences the risk of recurrence, so cessation should be advised. Pregnancy is an issue to be discussed with younger female patients.

MEDICAL CHEMICAL PLEURODESIS

- Chemical pleurodesis can control difficult or recurrent pneumothoraces (A) but, since surgical options are more effective, it should only be used if a patient is either unwilling or unable to undergo surgery. (B)
- Chemical pleurodesis for pneumothorax should only be performed by a respiratory specialist. (C)

Chemical pleurodesis has generally been advocated by respiratory physicians experienced in thoracoscopy. The instillation of substances into the pleural space should lead to an aseptic pleural symphysis. There is a significant rate of recurrence of both primary and secondary pneumothoraces, and efforts to reduce recurrence by instilling various sclerosants—either via a chest drain, video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) or open surgery—are often undertaken without clear guidelines to direct physicians in their use. In the vast majority of cases the prevention of recurrent pneumothoraces should be undertaken surgically using either an open or VATS approach, as the rate of recurrence following surgical pleurodesis via thoracotomy or VATS is far less than following simple medical pleurodesis with chemical agents, although direct comparative trials are lacking. A small number of patients are either too frail or are unwilling to undergo any surgical treatment and, in these situations, medical chemical pleurodesis may be appropriate.

Many sclerosing agents suitable for instillation into the pleural space have been studied. Tetracycline used to be recommended as the first-line sclerosant therapy for both primary and secondary pneumothoraces as it proved to be the most effective sclerosant in animal models. Recently, however, parenteral tetracycline for pleurodesis has become more difficult to obtain owing to problems with the manufacturing process. Minocycline and doxycycline have also been shown to be reasonable alternative sclerosing agents in animal models.
The rate of recurrence of pneumothorax is the primary indicator for success for any recurrence prevention techniques. Although tetracycline has been shown to reduce the incidence of early recurrence, the incidence of late recurrence remains at 10–20% which is unacceptably high when compared with surgical methods of pleurodesis. Tetracycline can be recommended for recurrent primary and secondary pneumothorax when surgery is not an option, and graded t alc may also be used on the grounds that it is the most effective agent in treating malignant pleural effusion and is also commonly used for surgical chemical pleurodesis. There is conflicting evidence as to whether tetracycline is effective for the treatment of a fully expanded pneumothorax with a persistent air leak. The largest of these studies, the Veterans Administration Study, did not support the use of intrapleural tetracycline to facilitate the closure of a persistent air leak. Macoviak and colleagues suggest that intrapleural tetracycline can facilitate the closure of a persistent air leak provided the lung can be kept expanded so that symphysis can occur. Likewise, there is conflicting evidence as to whether intrapleural tetracycline shortens the length of stay in hospital with pneumothorax.

The dosage of intrapleural tetracycline requires clarification. Almind found a reduction in the recurrence rate in a group receiving 500 mg tetracycline via chest drains compared with those treated by tube drainage alone. This reduction was not significant. The Veterans Administration Study, which used 1500 mg tetracycline, showed a significant reduction in the recurrence rate of pneumothorax without significant extra morbidity. This dose of intrapleural tetracycline is therefore recommended as the standard dose for medical pleurodesis.

Chemical pleurodesis using graded talc is an effective alternative to tetracycline pleurodesis, but there are no controlled trials comparing the two in the treatment of pneumothorax. The issue of talc pleurodesis is discussed in the later section on surgical chemical pleurodesis as most trials using talc relate to its use in either thoracoscopic or open surgical techniques. Since we recognise chemical pleurodesis as an inferior option to surgical pleurodesis, we recommend that chemical pleurodesis should be undertaken by respiratory physicians or thoracic surgeons only.

**REFERRAL TO THORACIC SURGEONS**

- In cases of persistent air leak or failure of the lung to re-expand, an early (3–5 days) thoracic surgical opinion should be sought. (C)

There is no evidence on which to base the ideal timing for thoracic surgical intervention in cases of persistent air leak. A cut-off point of 5 days has been widely advocated in the past but is arbitrary. Chee et al. showed that 100% of primary pneumothoraces with a persistent air leak for >7 days and treated by tube drainage had resolved by 14 days. Also, 79% of those with secondary pneumothoraces and a persistent air leak had resolved by 14 days, with no mortality in either group. However, surgical intervention carries a low morbidity and post-surgical recurrence rates are low. Surgical intervention as early as 3 days has advocates, but there is no evidence that intervention before 5 days is necessary for PSP. Each case should be assessed individually on its own merit. Patients with pneumothoraces should be managed by a respiratory physician, and a thoracic surgical opinion will often form an early part of the management plan.

Accepted indications for surgical advice should be as follows:
- Second ipsilateral pneumothorax.
- First contralateral pneumothorax.
- Synchronous bilateral spontaneous pneumothorax.
- Persistent air leak (despite 5–7 days of chest tube drainage) or failure of lung re-expansion. Posterior haemothorax.
- Professions at risk (eg, pilots, divers).
- Pregnancy.

Increasingly, patient choice will play a part in decision-making, and even those without an increased risk in the event of a pneumothorax because of their profession may elect to undergo surgical repair after their first pneumothorax, weighing the benefits of a reduced recurrence risk against that of chronic pain, paraesthesia or the possibility of increased costs.

**Surgical strategies: open thoracotomy or VATS?**

- Open thoracotomy and pleurectomy remain the procedure with the lowest recurrence rate (approximately 1%) for difficult or recurrent pneumothoraces. (A)
- Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) with pleurectomy and pleural abrasion is better tolerated but has a higher recurrence rate of approximately 5%. (A)

There are two main objectives in the surgical repair of persistent air leak from a pneumothorax and in the prevention of recurrence. The first objective is to resect any visible bullae or blebs on the visceral pleura and also to obliterate emphysema-like changes or pleural porosities under the surface of the visceral pleura. The second objective is to create a symphysis between the two opposing pleural surfaces as an additional means of preventing recurrence. In the past, surgeons have tended to favour a surgical pleurodesis with pleural abrasion while others have stressed the importance of various degrees of pleurectomy in recurrence prevention. Although there may be slight advantages of pleurectomy over pleural abrasion, a combination of the two is often used. Unfortunately there is a paucity of good comparative case-controlled studies in this area.

In recent years, less invasive procedures using VATS have become more popular with lower morbidity although with slightly higher recurrence rates. Open thoracotomy with pleural abrasion was the original surgical treatment for pneumothorax, described by Tyson and Crandall in 1941. In 1956 Gaensler introduced parietal pleurectomy for recurrent pneumothoraces, encouraging pleural symphysis through adhesions between the visceral pleura and the chest wall. Closure of the leaking visceral pleura with direct cautery and ligation or suture of associated blebs is also thought to be important. Although open thoracotomy has the lowest pneumothorax recurrence rates, there are also lesser surgical procedures with comparable recurrence rates but less morbidity. These include trans-axillary minithoracotomy, using a 5–6 cm incision in the axillary margin with apical pleurectomy and pleural abrasion, introduced in the 1970s. Open thoracotomy is generally performed with a limited posterolateral approach and single lung ventilation. This allows for a parietal pleurectomy with excision, stapling or ligation of visible bullae and pleural abrasion. Isolated lung ventilation during open thoracotomy...
renders easier visualisation of the visceral pleura than during a VATS procedure. Meta-analyses of studies comparing open with limited or VATS procedures have shown lower recurrence rates (approximately 1%) with open procedures but greater blood loss, more postoperative pain and longer hospital stays. Some non-randomised studies have found no significant differences. A complicated meta-analysis of three retrospective studies and one prospective study comparing the cost of open thoracotomy versus VATS (not exclusively for pneumothoraces) concluded that the total economic cost of VATS was lower, and it can be undertaken without general anaesthesia. There is a need for better quality prospective randomised studies in this area. Several authors suggest that VATS offers a significant advantage over open thoracotomy, including a shorter postoperative hospital stay, less postoperative pain, and improved pulmonary gas exchange postoperatively, although not all trials have confirmed shorter hospital stays with VATS.

Much of the literature contains heterogeneous comparisons between PSF and SSP, but the most recent ‘clinical bottom line’ concludes that VATS pleurectomy is comparable to open pleurectomy, with several randomised controlled trials showing reductions in length of hospital stay, analgesic requirement and postoperative pulmonary dysfunction. Clearly this needs to be weighed against the slight increase in recurrence rate when using a less invasive approach.

**Surgical chemical pleurodesis**

- Surgical chemical pleurodesis is best achieved by using 5 g sterile graded talc, with which the complications of adult respiratory distress syndrome and empyema are rare. (A)

With the advent of VATS for pneumothorax repair and recurrence prevention, the use of surgical chemical pleurodesis has declined significantly. Previous reports have shown that talc can achieve pleurodesis successfully in 85–90% of cases, similar to other thoracoscopic techniques for complicated pneumothorax. A meta-analysis of the success rates of talc pleurodesis in the treatment of pneumothorax shows an overall success rate of 91%. Graded talc is preferable to tetracycline, which is less available now, and is associated with much higher recurrence rates. Much of the literature concerning the use of talc in achieving pleurodesis relates to its use in the control of malignant pleural effusions, although talc poudrage has been used successfully in secondary pneumothoraces. On the basis of a systematic review of uncontrolled trials, 5 g of intrapleural talc via VATS achieves a success rate of 87%.

The adult respiratory distress syndrome has been described following the use of talc. This probably relates to the size of the talc particles and is unlikely to occur with the use of graded talc. If talc is correctly sterilised, the incidence of empyema is very low. There does not appear to be a difference between talc poudrage and talc slurry pleurodesis. The advent of successful and well-tolerated VATS surgery will lead to less use of surgical chemical pleurodesis with talc. In those patients who are either unwilling or too unwell to undergo a VATS procedure, then medical pleurodesis with talc via a chest drain would be the preferred option.

**TENSION PNEUMOTHORAX**

- Tension pneumothorax is a medical emergency that requires heightened awareness in a specific range of clinical situations. (D)

Box 1 Typical clinical situations where tension pneumothorax arises

1. Ventilated patients on ICU.
2. Trauma patients.
3. Resuscitation patients (CPR).
4. Lung disease, especially acute presentations of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
5. Blocked, clamped or displaced chest drains.
6. Patients receiving non-invasive ventilation (NIV).
7. Miscellaneous group, for example patients undergoing hyperbaric oxygen treatment.

Treatment is with oxygen and emergency needle decompression. (D)

A standard cannula may be insufficiently long if used in the second intercostal space. (D)

This is a medical emergency that can arise in a variety of clinical situations, so a high index of suspicion is required in order to make the correct diagnosis and to manage it effectively. The most frequent situations are shown in box 1, although the list does not include all eventualities. It arises as a result of the development of a one-way valve system at the site of the breach in the pleural membrane, permitting air to enter the pleural cavity during inspiration but preventing egress of air during expiration, with consequent increase in the intrapleural pressure such that it exceeds atmospheric pressure for much of the respiratory cycle. As a result, impaired venous return and reduced cardiac output results in the typical features of hypoxaemia and haemodynamic compromise.

A recent review has emphasised the important differences between the presentation in ventilated and non-ventilated patients, where it is typically seen after trauma or resuscitation. The former group is associated with a uniformly rapid presentation with hypotension, tachycardia, falling oxygen saturation and cardiac output, increased inflation pressures and cardiac arrest. This is frequently missed in the ICU setting and can also occur after nasal non-invasive ventilation (NIV). The latter group of awake patients show a greater variability of presentations which are generally progressive with slower decomensation. Tachypnoea, tachycardia and hypoxaemia lead eventually to respiratory arrest. Apart from these general physical signs, the most frequent lateralis ing sign found in a review of 18 case reports was that of decreased air entry (50–75%), with signs of tracheal deviation, hyperexpansion, hypomobility and hyperresonance present only in the minority.

In neither group is imaging especially helpful; there is usually insufficient time to obtain a chest x-ray and, even if available, the size of the pneumothorax or the presence of mediastinal displacement correlate poorly with the presence of tension within a pneumothorax. However, a chest x-ray can, when time is available, confirm the presence of a pneumothorax (if uncertain) and the correct side.

Treatment is with high concentration oxygen and emergency needle decompression, a cannula usually being introduced in the second anterior intercostal space in the mid-clavicular line. The instantaneous egress of air through the majority of the respiratory cycle is an important confirmation of the diagnosis and the correct lateralisation. A standard 14 gauge (4.5 cm) cannula may not be long enough to penetrate the parietal pleura, however, with up to one-third of patients having a chest wall thickness...
PNEUMOTHORAX AND PREGNANCY

- Pneumothorax recurrence is more common in pregnancy, poses risks to the mother and fetus, and requires close cooperation between chest physicians, obstetricians and thoracic surgeons. (C)
- The modern and less invasive strategies of simple observation and aspiration are usually effective during pregnancy, with elective assisted delivery and regional anaesthesia at or near term. (C)
- A corrective surgical procedure (VATS) should be considered after delivery. (D)

Although less common in women than in men, the occurrence of PSP in women of childbearing age is not unusual. There appears to be an increased risk of recurrence during pregnancy and during parturition, with potential risks to the mother and fetus. The earlier literature consists largely of case reports and described varied and relatively invasive management strategies such as prolonged intrapartum chest tube drainage, intrapartum thoracotomy, premature induction of labour or caesarean section. A more recent case series and literature review has recommended the use of more modern conservative management methods for which favourable outcomes have now been experienced. Pneumothorax that occurs during pregnancy can be managed by simple observation if the mother is not dyspnoeic, there is no fetal distress and the pneumothorax is small (<2 cm). Otherwise aspiration can be performed, chest drain insertion being reserved for those with a persistent air leak.

Close cooperation between the respiratory physician, obstetrician and thoracic surgeon is essential. To avoid spontaneous delivery or caesarean section, both of which have been associated with an increased risk of recurrence, the safest approach will usually be that of elective assisted delivery (forceps or ventouse extraction) at or near term, with regional (epidural) anaesthesia. Less maternal effort is required with forceps delivery, which is therefore preferable. If caesarean section is unavoidable because of obstetric considerations, then a spinal anaesthetic is preferable to a general anaesthetic.

Because of the risk of recurrence in subsequent pregnancies, a minimally invasive VATS surgical procedure should be considered after convalescence. Successful pregnancies and spontaneous deliveries without pneumothorax recurrence have been reported after a VATS procedure.

CATAMENIAL PNEUMOTHORAX

- Catamenial pneumothorax is underdiagnosed in women with pneumothorax. (C)
- A combination of surgical intervention and hormonal manipulation requires cooperation with thoracic surgeons and gynaecologists. (D)

Catamenial is a term that derives from the Greek meaning ‘monthly’. The typical combination of chest pain, dyspnoea and haemoptysis occurring within 72 h before or after menstruation in young women has been thought to be relatively rare. There are approximately 250 cases described in the medical literature, but it is likely that the majority of cases are not reported. Most of these references are of solitary case reports or small series. The associated pneumothorax is usually right-sided and there is a heightened tendency to recurrence coinciding with the menstrual cycle. Many cases have evidence of pelvic endometriosis. Although the aetiology is not fully understood, inspection of the pleural diaphragmatic surface at thoracoscopy often reveals defects (termed fenestrations) as well as small endometrial deposits. These deposits have also been seen on the visceral pleural surface. Among women undergoing routine surgical treatment for recurrent pneumothorax, however, catamenial pneumothorax has been diagnosed in as many as 25%. Thus, it may be relatively underdiagnosed. Extragential or ‘ectopic’ endometriosis is an uncommon condition that can affect almost any organ system and tissue within the body, the thorax being the most frequent extrapelvic location. What has been termed the thoracic endometriosis syndrome (TES) includes catamenial pneumothorax, catamenial haemothorax, catamenial haemoptysis and lung nodules (purple or brown coloured). The most accepted theory to explain the phenomenon of catamenial pneumothorax is that of aspiration of air from the abdomen and genital tract via the diaphragmatic fenestrations, but the appearance of endometriosis deposits on the visceral pleural surface raises the possibility that erosion of the visceral pleura might be an alternative mechanism. Haemoptysis is thought to result from intrapulmonary endometriosis deposits, the mechanism by which endometrial tissue reaches the lung being poorly understood.

The management strategies can be divided into thoracic surgical techniques and hormonal manipulation although, in the past, total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingohysterectomy have been employed. Thoracic surgical techniques have been varied and include diaphragmatic resection or plication of the fenestrations seen at thoracoscopy, the insertion of a mesh or patch over these fenestrations, electrocautery of the endometriosis deposits and pleurodesis. This variability reflects the general lack of success with surgical intervention alone, recurrence rates of up to 30% being documented. When combined with gonadotrophin-releasing hormone analogues amenorrhoea results, but recurrence has been avoided with follow-up approaching periods of 4 years. Successful patient management requires close cooperation between respiratory physicians, thoracic surgeons and gynaecologists.

PNEUMOTHORAX AND AIDS

- The combination of pneumothorax and HIV infection requires early intercostal tube drainage and surgical referral, in addition to appropriate treatment for HIV and PJP infection. (C)

Over the course of the last 20 years a strong association has been observed between HIV infection and pneumothorax. Historically, up to 5% of AIDS patients developed pneumothorax and up to 25% of spontaneous pneumothoraces occurred in HIV-infected patients in large urban settings where a high prevalence occurred. Pneumocystis jiroveci (PJP)—previously known as Pneumocystis carinii (PCP)—infection has been considered to be the main aetiologic factor for this association, because of a severe form of necrotising alveolitis that occurs in which the subpleural pulmonary parenchyma is replaced by necrotic thin-walled cysts and pneumatoceles. The use of systemic corticosteroids may also contribute to the morbidity in such patients.
Due to the histopathology outlined above, pneumothoraces caused by PJP have a tendency to more prolonged air leaks, treatment failure, recurrence and higher hospital mortality.\textsuperscript{203} Up to 40\% of these patients can develop bilateral pneumothorax. Treatment failures have been observed to correlate with the degree of immunosuppression, as reflected by CD4 counts.\textsuperscript{205} In view of these features, management strategies have been evolved that incorporate early and aggressive intervention including tube drainage, pleurodesis and surgical techniques such as pleurectomy.\textsuperscript{197} Observation and simple aspiration are not likely to suffice, even in the first instance.

Over the last 5 years, and since the last BTS guidelines, the global spectrum of HIV infection has changed significantly as a result of the more widespread use of both antiretroviral therapy and PJP prophylaxis. While the disease burden remains very high in the underdeveloped world, the prognosis for such patients in Western societies has greatly improved,\textsuperscript{206} where this combination is now much less frequently encountered. As HIV is now becoming a more chronic disease associated with a high incidence of smoking and therefore of COPD, pneumothoraces might become more significant when they occur.

However, the mortality of patients who require intensive care for PJP in HIV infection remains high, especially when pneumothorax occurs during ventilation. Although antiretroviral therapy that is commenced before or during hospitalisation can improve the outcome,\textsuperscript{207} the potential risk of the ‘immune reconstitution syndrome’ has to be taken into consideration.

**PNEUMOTHORAX AND CYSTIC FIBROSIS**

- The development of a pneumothorax in a patient with cystic fibrosis requires early and aggressive treatment with early surgical referral. (C)
- Pleural procedures, including pleurodesis, do not have a significant adverse effect on the outcome of subsequent lung transplantation. (D)

Even though long-term survival has improved significantly, spontaneous pneumothorax remains a common complication of cystic fibrosis, occurring in 0.64\% of patients per annum and 3.4\% of patients overall.\textsuperscript{208} It occurs more commonly in older patients and those with more advanced lung disease, and is associated with a poor prognosis, the median survival being 30 months.\textsuperscript{209} Contralateral pneumothoraces occur in up to 40\% of patients.\textsuperscript{209} An increased morbidity also results, with increased hospitalisation and a measurable decline in lung function.\textsuperscript{208} While a small pneumothorax without symptoms can be observed or aspirated, larger pneumothoraces require a chest drain. The collapsed lung can be stiff and associated with sputum retention, thus requiring a longer time to re-expand. During this time other general measures, such as appropriate antibiotic treatment, are needed.

Chest tube drainage alone has a recurrence rate of 50\%, but interventions such as pleurectomy, pleural abrasion and pleurodesis have lower rates.\textsuperscript{211–213} With a success rate of 95\% and with little associated reduction in pulmonary function, partial pleurectomy is generally regarded as the treatment of choice in patients with cystic fibrosis and recurrent pneumothoraces who are fit to undergo surgery.\textsuperscript{209} In those who are not fit for surgery and in whom re-expansion may take several weeks with a chest drain and suction, pleurodesis offers an alternative strategy.\textsuperscript{209} This had been thought to be a relative contraindication to later transplantation because of the need for a lengthier transplant procedure and excessive bleeding.\textsuperscript{214} A more recent study\textsuperscript{215} has concluded that previous pleural procedures should not be considered as a contraindication for transplantation, there being no significant effect on surgical outcome although more dense pleural adhesions were observed than in a control population.

**IATROGENIC PNEUMOTHORAX**

Iatrogenic pneumothorax has been shown to be even more common than spontaneous pneumothorax in several large reviews,\textsuperscript{216, 217} the most common causes being transthoracic needle aspiration (24\%), subclavian vessel puncture (22\%), thoracocentesis (22\%), pleural biopsy (8\%) and mechanical ventilation (7\%).\textsuperscript{218} It is also a complication of transthoracic biopsy. During transthoracic needle aspiration the two primary risk factors are the depth of the lesion and the presence of COPD.\textsuperscript{218} A large retrospective survey in the USA found an incidence of 2.68\% among patients undergoing thoracocentesis.\textsuperscript{220} No means of reducing this risk has yet been identified. Positioning of the patient so that the procedure is performed in a dependent area has had no beneficial effect.\textsuperscript{221} Excluding iatrogenic pneumothorax that occurs in intensive care units, the treatment seems to be relatively simple with less likelihood of recurrence (the underlying risk factors for SP not usually being present). The majority resolve spontaneously by observation alone. If intervention is required, simple aspiration has been shown to be effective in 89\% of patients.\textsuperscript{224} For the remainder a chest drain is required, this being more likely in patients with COPD.\textsuperscript{223}

In the intensive care unit iatrogenic pneumothorax is a life-threatening complication that may be seen in up to 3\% of patients.\textsuperscript{225} Those on positive pressure ventilation require chest drain insertion as positive pressure maintains the air leak.\textsuperscript{224}

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

These pneumothorax guidelines differ from the last (2005) BTS guidelines in that they have been produced in accordance with the SIGN methodology and therefore have necessitated a careful analysis of the current underlying evidence. Unfortunately there are relatively few adequate studies that address the main areas of uncertainty, and few additions to the knowledge base in the last 7 years. Nevertheless, some subtle changes in practice have occurred. These are incorporated, together with coverage of some additional topics of relevance such as catamenial pneumothorax and the issue of pneumothorax in pregnancy. The treatment algorithm is now illustrated on a single flowchart for both PSP and SSP and places slightly less emphasis on the size of the pneumothorax and more on the clinical features. However, the trend towards more conservative management is maintained, with observation for many patients with PSP, aspiration for the remainder, and small-bore chest drains for persistent air leaks. The imaging of pneumothorax has undergone a major change due to the advent of PACS technology, and the implications of this are now described. Surgical practice has also developed with the widespread adoption of less invasive (VATS) procedures rather than open thoracotomies. While the challenge of pneumothorax management in patients with cystic fibrosis remains, there has been a significant reduction in pneumothorax in patients with HIV since the introduction of antiretroviral therapy and PJP prophylactic therapy, in the countries with advanced healthcare systems at least. It is hoped that these guidelines build upon their predecessors and lead to improved care for patients with pneumothorax, and that they inform and support the clinicians who care for them.
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